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Fishing tangled up in red tape
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NEW ZEALAND’S fisheries, governed by 8000 different rules and
regulations, need to overcome conflict and bureaucracy, say
PricewaterhouseCoopers consultants. The fisheries framework and
perceived dysfunctional relationships within it had led to "highly adverse"
outcomes in the sector, PWC told Fisheries Minister Phil Heatley.
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Bureaucracy, rows hold back fishing
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New Zealand's fisheries, which are governed by 8000 rules and regulations,
need to overcome conflict and bureaucracy, consultancy
PricewaterhouseCoopers says. The fisheries framework and perceived
dysfunctional relationships within it had led to "highly adverse" outcomes in
the sector, it told Fisheries Minister Phil Heafley.
Keywords: courts(1), crisis(1), debate(2), economy(1), fish(1), fisheries(9),
fishermen(1), fishing(3), Government(1), industry(3), issue(1), issues(2),
management(3), minister(2), Ministry(1), more(1),
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Celebrate, not recessionate
Marlborough Express, 19/03/09, General News, Page 14
By: None
There is nothing like a bit of negativity to bring out the best in some people.
I'm not sure if I live in a nutshell (sometimes it feels like a madhouse but that
disappears after a glass of sauv or pinot), but I have always said that if you
make your business grow in Marlborough you can make it grow anywhere in
the world.
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Radio NZ - National (Auckland)
11:00 News - 19/03/2009 11:03 AM
Nicola Wright
The Seafood Industry Council's Chief Executive, Owen Symmans, says the
sector deserves more public confidence in its ability to manage fisheries
resources.
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Interviewees: Owen Symmans, CEO, Seafood Industry Council
Duration: 0.41
Summary ID: W00034080717
This program or part thereof is syndicated to the following 2 station(s):Radio NZ - National (Wellington), Radio NZ - National (Christchurch)
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COMMUNITY SERVICE FOR PAUA, MUSSEL POACHING PAIR
NZPA Newswire, 19/03/09, National, Page 0
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Wellington, March 19 NZPA - An illegal haul of excess and undersize
seafood was described as appalling by a Rotorua District Court judge
yesterday. Nathan Arai Simon, 33, unemployed, was convicted and
sentenced to 130 hours community work after pleading guilty to charges of
possessing excess paua, possessing undersize paua, possessing excess
mussels, and failing to stop for a fishery officer at a checkpoint.
Keywords: Fisheries(1), Ministry(1)

FISHERIES SECTOR NEEDS SHARED ASPIRATIONS, CONSULTANTS
SAY
NZPA Newswire, 19/03/09, National, Page 0
By: NZPA
Wellington, March 19 NZPA - New Zealand ’s fisheries, which are governed
by 8000 different rules and regulations, need to overcome conflict and
bureaucracy, consultants PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) say. The fisheries
framework -- with its perceived dysfunctional relationships -- has led to
"highly-adverse" outcomes in the sector, the consultants told Fisheries
Minister Phil Heatley.
Keywords: aquaculture(1), farming(1), fish(2)
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Radio NZ - National (Auckland)
10:00 News - 19/03/2009 10:01 AM
Nicola Wright
PricewaterhouseCoopers has compiled a report on New Zealand fisheries,
as part of the Government's Fisheries 2030 strategy, finding the sector must
overcome conflict and bureaucracy to avoid a crisis.

Demographics
Demographics are not
available as the media
outlet has not
commissioned audience
research into this timeslot.

Interviewees: Cherie McQuilkin, Reporter
Mentions: Phil Heatley, Minister of Fisheries ; Seafood Industry Council
Duration: 0.53
Summary ID: W00034079440
This program or part thereof is syndicated to the following 2 station(s):Radio NZ - National (Wellington), Radio NZ - National (Christchurch)
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Sealord delays contract talks bid
Nelson Mail, 19/03/09, General News, Page 1
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Sealord has delayed its attempts to bring forward negotiations on the
collective employment agreement for staff at its Nelson fish factory, deciding
instead to wait until the agreement comes up for renewal later this year. Last
month the company announced plans to switch nearly half its production
from its Vickerman St processing plant to a leased factory trawler.
Keywords: announced(1), announcement(1), company(3), fish(2), issue(1),
issues(1), loss(1), Sealord(4), trawler(1)

Fishermen charged over blue cod
Marlborough Express, 19/03/09, General News, Page 3
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Two recreational Blenheim fishermen will appear in court next Wednesday
on charges of breaching the Marlborough Sounds blue cod fishing ban.
Ministry of Fisheries Nelson district compliance manager Geoff Clark said the
two men would appear in the Blenheim District Court on charges of taking
blue cod in a closed area and possessing blue cod taken from a closed area.
Keywords: Cod(7), Fisheries(3), fishing(5), minister(1), Ministry(1),
officers(1), patrol(1)

Fishing up a storm is best done indoors
NZ Truth, 19/03/09, General News, Page 16
By: None
BOY, these weekend storms certainly slow the fishing down. They re called
leftover cyclones and they drift down from the tropics.
Keywords: fish(11), fishing(12), fishinghohepa(1), marine(1), reserves(1),
sea floor(1)
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Illegally sold pipi, oysters at market
Gisborne Herald, 18/03/09, General News, Page 4
By: None
A GISBORNE sickness beneficiary has been sentenced to 150 hours
community service after he was caught illegally selling oysters and pipi at the
flea market. Watene Tawa Waikari, 59, appeared before Judge Eddie Paul in
Gisborne District Court.
Keywords: Court(1), fish(2), Fisheries(2), fishers(2), fishery(3), illegal(3),
Illegally(3), Legislation(1), lobster(2), manager(1), market(6), markets(1),
Ministry(1), paua(1), profits(1), seafood(3), shellfish(3)
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COMMUNITY SERVICE FOR PAUA, MUSSEL POACHING PAIR
Wellington, March 19 NZPA - An illegal haul of excess and undersize seafood was described as appalling by
a Rotorua District Court judge yesterday.
Nathan Arai Simon, 33, unemployed, was convicted and sentenced to 130 hours community work after
pleading guilty to charges of possessing excess paua, possessing undersize paua, possessing excess
mussels, and failing to stop for a fishery officer at a checkpoint.
Rangi Cooper, 33, a housewife, was also convicted and sentenced to 100 hours for her part in
possessing the haul.
Judge Paul Barber said that he found this kind of offending appalling.
He ordered that the $1000 Nissan vehicle Simon and Cooper were driving, which belonged to Simon ’s
father, be forfeited. But he added the vehicle could be returned to the owner on payment of $75 to the
Ministry of Fisheries. The pair were caught after fishery officers set up a checkpoint to inspect
seafood being taken from the Maketu area in eastern Bay of Plenty in December last year.
Simon sped off when asked by a fishery officer to pull over, before being stopped by other officers
300 metres along the road.
An inspection of his vehicle revealed a total of 372 green lipped mussels -- well over the legal daily
limit of 50 per person.
Ninety-four paua, all undersize, were also found. The limit is 10 per person per day.
NZPA WGT ljm dj nb
19/03/09 15-45NZ
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FISHERIES SECTOR NEEDS SHARED ASPIRATIONS, CONSULTANTS SAY
Wellington, March 19 NZPA - New Zealand ’s fisheries, which are governed by 8000 different rules and
regulations, need to overcome conflict and bureaucracy, consultants PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC)
say.
The fisheries framework -- with its perceived dysfunctional relationships -- has led to
"highly-adverse" outcomes in the sector, the consultants told Fisheries Minister Phil Heatley.
"There is no immediate crisis, but there are significant tensions," they said in an independent review
of the industry.
The review was part of the Fisheries 2030 programme to unlock more economic potential in the
sector.
Mr Heatley said the report offered a "useful package" of measures that could enable better value to be
gained from fisheries and contribute to a strengthening of the economy.
"The fundamentals of our fisheries are sound, now is the time to build on them for the future," he
said in a statement.
Fisheries Ministry staff will now work with industry stakeholders to pick the best suggestions from
the report and put together a plan to implement them.
One issue identified was a lack of clarity over allocation of quota rights which appeared to suit some
players.
"It allows them to critique the system while not taking responsibility for improving it," the report said.
There were also barriers to transfer of quota among the existing rights holders.
High levels of intervention, regulation and compliance enforcement by Government made the minister the
ultimate decision-maker, often with an aftermath in the courts.
"Some stakeholders said they felt that the innovation, creative energy and joy that were once part of
fishing had been diminished by a lack of trust and difficult relationships," PWC said.
It was not possible to use fisheries and maintain all aquatic environments in a "pristine" condition,
but members of the public and environmental groups were concerned about the environmental impact of
fishing.
There needed to be greater coordination of coastal land management and fisheries management.
Sector stakeholders tended to debate issues from different ideological corners and talk past each
other, even when apparently similar language was being used.
Problems with public perceptions of fisheries and fishers and the poor `brand" for commercial fishers
had resulted in low-quality debate.
Fishers had been slack about their public image, when positioning NZ fish products for the top end of
markets was essential, and required public confidence in environmental and fisheries management
practices.
And there had been considerable practical difficulties in reforming the management of aquaculture,
partly because investors were uncertain about the high bar being set for fish farming compared with
land-based agriculture.
The cumulative effect was a highly-regulated system with philosophical issues and a lack of confidence
and trust influencing the development of rules.
The consultants called for a vision for the future, with new ways of doing things to ease potential
problems and maximise value from fisheries.
The review was commissioned by the Fisheries Ministry in August last year.
NZPA WGT kca kk kn 19/03/09 12-55NZ
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